Abstract A new challenge that consists in accessing to multiple relevant entities arises from the availability of linked heterogeneous data. In this paper, we address more specifically the problem of accessing to relevant entities, such as publications and authors within a bibliographic network, considering an information need. We propose a novel algorithm, called BibRank, that estimates a joint relevance of documents and authors within a bibliographic network.
Introduction
Information networks include a large number of components, called entities, related to each others by relationships.
They aim at sharing information and emphasize inter-dependencies between entities within the network. Authors, for instance (Zhou et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2008; Yan and Ding, 2010) , mainly distinguish homogeneous networks from heterogeneous ones. The former are characterized by entities of the same type, connected to each other by one type of relationship whereas the latter include entities of multiple types and related to each other using several types of links. These kinds of networks are used in several application domains such as biology (Roy et al., 2008) , transport (Emmerink, 1993) , scientific collaboration (Coyle and Smyth, 2008) , scholarly communication (Cabanac, 2012) and email and meeting management (Minkov and Cohen, 2006) .
In this paper, we address the problem of ranking entities in a heterogeneous information network within an information retrieval (IR) task. Our bi-type entity-based structure, namely a bibliographic network, contains heterogeneous entities including documents and authors, and their semantic relationships such as citation links and authorship links.
Beforehand, ranking algorithms such as PageRank (Page et al., 1999) , HITS (Kleinberg, 1999) and Salsa (Lempel and Moran, 2000) have been proposed for homogeneous document networks. In this context, authors (Page et al., 1999; Kleinberg, 1999; Lempel and Moran, 2000) have introduced hyper-links analysis between entities in order to emphasize authoritative entities. Heterogeneous networks have highlighted a new challenge consisting in ranking jointly different types of entity considering heterogeneous entities on the one hand, and on the other hand, their heterogeneous semantic relationships which can be weighted differently.
A possible method to address this challenge consists in using bibliometric indicators for determining important entities (Ibáñez et al., 2011) . These measures consider mainly a network-based analysis between related entities. We can distinguish indicators based only on citation-links (Hirsch, 2005; Egghe, 2006; Zhang, 2009 ) and others which moreover consider time features such as publication date (Garfield, 1955; Walker et al., 2006; Uddin et al., 2012) . For hal-00856667, version 1 -2 Sep 2013 3 instance, Hirsch 2005 proposes h-index indicator; this measure computes, for an author, a value h where for all its authored documents, h papers are cited at least h times and the other ones are cited less.
However, the main works dealing with entity ranking focus on graph structure analysis by using either networkbased measures such as PageRank algorithm or its variant to determine authoritative entities (Kleinberg, 1999; Kurland and Lee, 2005; Liu et al., 2005; Zhao, 2006) . More specifically, two lines of works are reported regarding the entity types being ranked in heterogeneous information networks. In (Kirsch et al., 2006; Kurland and Lee, 2006; Sayyadi and Getoor, 2009; Jabeur et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2010) , one type of entity is ranked while in (Nie et al., 2006; Zhou et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2008; Yan and Ding, 2010) , multi-type entities are jointly ranked.
In this paper, we propose a novel approach for co-ranking documents and authors in a bi-type bibliographic network within an IR task. The core idea of the approach is that relevance should be measured using evidence issued from (1) topical intrinsic content of document subjects and author's scientific production, (2) structure of both homogeneous and heterogeneous citation and authoring subgraphs and (3) relevant inter-graph citations.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we describe our survey on the area of entity ranking in homogeneous and heterogeneous information networks in order to clarify how entity ranking models occur in bibliographic networks within an IR task. Section 3 explains how our contribution puts forward a particular stance towards related work presented in section 2. In section 4 we present definitions and preliminary notations about bibliographic networks. Section 5 details BibRank algorithm and its qualitative and quantitative components. Section 6 describes the evaluation methodology and discusses the results of the experimental evaluation using CiteSeerX dataset. Section 7 provides concluding remarks and identifies future research directions.
Related Work
Literature access is a specific application domain of IR where the main problem concerns the ranking of either publications or authors within a bibliographic network. Ranking entities task within bibliographic networks is tackled hal-00856667, version 1 -2 Sep 2013 4 generally by network-based approaches (Zhou et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2008; Jabeur et al., 2010; Yan and Ding, 2010 ) that rank entities according to topical-based and network-based features.
The network-based approaches rank bibliographic entities in response to a query topic according to the basic assumption that important entities are related to other important ones. Similarly to our BibRank algorithm, all of these approaches use the mutual reinforcement principle between connected entities within a bibliographic network.
Ranking algorithms were proposed for both homogeneous networks where ranking is proposed for homogeneous entities, (Page et al., 1999; Kleinberg, 1999; Kurland and Lee, 2005; Liu et al., 2005; Zhao, 2006) , and heterogeneous networks where ranking is computed for either mono-type (Kirsch et al., 2006; Kurland and Lee, 2006; Sayyadi and Getoor, 2009; Jabeur et al., 2010) or multi-type entities according to the network topology and the query topic (Nie et al., 2006; Zhou et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2008; Tang et al., 2008; Yan and Ding, 2010; Yang et al., 2010) . We introduce in what follows the two categories of models that rank entities within either a homogeneous network or a heterogeneous one.
Ranking Entities in Homogeneous Networks
In the case of bibliographic homogeneous networks, entities are of the same type, mainly documents, and are related to each other by citation links. The latter are exploited to detect important documents and rank them by the "surfer random walk" general model (Pearson, 1905) . Prior, document ranking algorithms such as PageRank (Page et al., 1999) or HITS (Kleinberg, 1999) consider hyper-links in a web page collection to highlight important web pages connected by citation links. Some variants of PageRank algorithm have been proposed for ranking document entities (Kurland and Lee, 2005) and author entities (Liu et al., 2005; Zhao, 2006) .
Concerning the ranking of document entities, Kurland et al. (2005) propose to model and therefore weight relationships between independent documents in order to compute a PageRank-like algorithm applied on the corresponding connected graph. The weight of relationships between two documents reflects their textual similarity and is estimated with a smoothed Kullback-Leibler divergence measure (Kullback and Leibler, 1951) between the language models hal-00856667, version 1 -2 Sep 2013 5 (Ponte and Croft, 1998) of the two respective documents. The ranking algorithm is divided into three steps: 1) generating the weighted document network applying the textual similarity measure, 2) computing the document centrality with a propagation algorithm and 3) ranking documents by a multiplicative combination of the centrality measure and the topical relevance to the query topic. Experiments show that considering both textual relationships and centrality is effective for ranking independent documents.
Concerning the author ranking, the AuthorRank algorithm (Liu et al., 2005) enhanced the traditional PageRank algorithm by considering weighted co-authorship links rather than unweighted ones. Experimentation shows that AuthorRank and PageRank algorithms applied on the co-authorship network are highly correlated without significant impact on the model effectiveness. However, AuthorRank outperforms the rankings provided by bibliometric indicators such as Degree or Closeness (Hanneman and Riddle, 2005) . In Zhao (2006) , the authors propose an author co-citation analysis method (ACA) specifically feasible for ranking multiple author documents. The method exploits three main link types: author co-citation, inclusive all-author co-citation and exclusive all-author co-citation. Experimental results have highlighted that considering all the paper authors in citation links improves the author's ranking.
The difference between inclusive and exclusive all-author co-citation links depends on the purpose of the study. If the aim is to represent research field considering the intellectual structure, exclusive all-author co-citation links feature is more appropriate, otherwise, inclusive all-author co-citation links analysis is recommended.
Ranking Entities in Heterogeneous Networks
Heterogeneous bibliographic networks include multi-type entities. In this context, several works proposed ranking models that rank one type of entity (Kurland and Lee, 2006; Kirsch et al., 2006; Sayyadi and Getoor, 2009; Jabeur et al., 2010) or rank jointly several types of entity (Nie et al., 2006; Zhou et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2008; Tang et al., 2008; Yan and Ding, 2010; Yang et al., 2010) .
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Mono-Type Entity Ranking Approaches for Heterogeneous Bibliographic Networks
According to these approaches, one kind of entity type is ranked considering its relationships with other graph entities of the different types. Entity relevance is generally estimated as the related importance in the network. Regarding relevance estimation of entities, we mainly distinguish between modular models (Kurland and Lee, 2006; Kirsch et al., 2006; Jabeur et al., 2010) that combine topical and network-based features and integrated ones (Sayyadi and Getoor, 2009 ) that compute entity relevance as a whole using a spread activation process in the network.
Some of the modular approaches (Kirsch et al., 2006; Jabeur et al., 2010) consider the bibliographic network as a social one and therefore compute document relevance by combining the topical relevance and the social importance of their authors. Different network topologies are considered including citation network, co-authorship network or both citation and authorship network. Results show that ranking entities in networks including citation links enhances the ranking effectiveness in comparison to co-authorship networks. In Kurland and Lee (2006) , authors use a bipartite network including documents and clusters of documents. Relationships between entities are weighted by a textual similarity measure computed by the Kullback-Leiber divergence measure (Kullback and Leibler, 1951) . The algorithm is devoted to re-rank documents with a mutual reinforcement algorithm between documents and clusters. This method is based on the assumption that central clusters should include a large percentage of relevant documents. For this purpose, the different clusters are ranked first by a centrality measure using a variant of HITS algorithm applied on the weighted graph. Then, each entity is ranked within each cluster according to the query topic. Finally the different rankings are merged ordering documents by combining their cluster centrality and topical relevance measure. Experimental evaluation shows that mutual reinforcement between documents and clusters are promising for both ranking documents and building clusters that include several relevant documents.
According to the integrated approach, Sayyadi et al. (2009) 
introduce a variant of PageRank algorithm, called
FutureRank. An entity score in a bi-type bibliographic network is computed using a personalized score propagation algorithm that uses evidence from current date and publication time. Experimental evaluation shows that considering citation links and time feature in ranking algorithms outperforms the traditional PageRank algorithm.
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Multi-Type Entity Ranking Approaches for Heterogeneous Bibliographic Networks
In these approaches, each type of entity is ranked according to its different semantic relationships with other ones.
In several works (Zhou et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2008; Tang et al., 2008; Yan and Ding, 2010; Yang et al., 2010) , algorithms for score propagation in bibliographic networks are proposed. In the same way of mono-type entities ranking approaches for heterogeneous networks, we distinguish modular algorithms that combine different features (Zhou et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2008) and integrated ones Yan and Ding, 2010; Yang et al., 2010) .
Among modular algorithms, Zhou et al. (2007) consider a bipartite graph including two homogeneous subgraphs of authors and documents. The entity relevance scores are computed using the mutual reinforcement principle based on the assumption that the more authoritative an author is, the more likely a document is perceived as relevant and reciprocally. Entity score results from the combination of a PageRank score in the homogeneous subgraph and a biWalk score that considers inter-graph relationships. This co-ranking algorithm is evaluated as effective for author ranking in comparison to the PageRank algorithm computed on the author subgraph. Document ranking effectiveness is not evaluated. An other algorithm aims at recommending heterogeneous entities in a weighted bibliographic network according to the social view. Weights are assigned to social relationships between authors, documents, resources and tags and are computed as network-based probabilities. A topical document entity relevance score according to the query is estimated and combined with its importance score regarding relationships between an entity and the other socially related ones.
According to the integrated approaches, variants of PageRank algorithm are proposed introducing topical feature Yang et al., 2010) or time feature (Yan and Ding, 2010) . For instance, Arnetminer 1 is a "scholar" search engine that uses a PageRank-like algorithm including a "Author-Topic-Conference" (ACT) model. Authors propose three different ACT models and two ways of combining ACT scores within a random walk. The main idea is described as follows: the ACT model generates for each entity a topic distribution similar to the LDA algorithm (Blei et al., 2003 Yang et al. (2010) propose also an other model based on topic distribution. For this purpose, they apply the Topical PageRank (TPR) algorithm (Nie et al., 2006) in a multi-type citation network that entails authors, venues, authors and papers nodes. TPR is a PageRank algorithm extension that considers three different surfing behaviours: "Follow-stay" when a surfer stays in the same topic, "Follow-jump" when a surfer changes the topic regarding previous entity topics and "Jump-jump" when the user accesses randomly to a topic through a fixed entity. Experiments show that multi-type citation networks allow to improve entity rankings and TPR outperforms author ranking thanks to authority based measures. Yan et al. (2010) propose a network-based analysis algorithm, called PRank, that ranks articles, authors and journals within a heterogeneous bibliographic network. This algorithm investigates two main properties of important bibliographic entities. First, important entities are cited by important ones (Page et al., 1999; Zhou et al., 2007; Yang et al., 2010) . Second, recently published articles are more important since users are generally interested in most recent work in their research area (Walker et al., 2006; Sayyadi and Getoor, 2009 ). Accordingly, PRank computes for each type of entity a relevance score that takes into account the importance of associated entities in the network as well as their freshness. For instance, document scores depend, on the first hand, on the score of their corresponding authors and journals, and on the other hand, on the document publication date. In the same way, author scores depend on the score of their corresponding articles. Experimental results show that time is not an effective feature for this model.
Contribution and Comparison with Related Work
In this paper, we propose a bi-type entity ranking model for bibliographic networks. This model is performed within an IR task that jointly ranks document and author entities for a particular topic. Two main features are used in our 9 algorithm. The topical-based feature considers the topical relevance of an entity according to the query topic. The content-based feature estimates the topical similarity between connected entities. According to authorship links, the content-based scores allow to evaluate the author's scientific production representativeness on document topic and the document representativeness of author's scientific production. For document or author citation relationships, the content-based features allow to detect marginal citation links in other word, non topically-focused citation links. For this purpose, we have analysed the topical similarity of the connected entities using a rank-based measure in order to estimate the joint similarity of the two entities regarding to the query topic.
The model presented in this paper is different from previous work in the same area in several respects. First of all, our model relies on an integrated approach of rankings unlike works relying on feature combination (Kurland and Lee, 2005; Kirsch et al., 2006; Kurland and Lee, 2006; Zhou et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2008; Jabeur et al., 2010) . Furthermore, our model provides joint bi-type entity rankings unlike previous works that provide mono-type entity rankings (Page et al., 1999; Kleinberg, 1999; Lempel and Moran, 2000; Kurland and Lee, 2005; Liu et al., 2005; Zhao, 2006; Kirsch et al., 2006; Kurland and Lee, 2006; Sayyadi and Getoor, 2009; Jabeur et al., 2010) .
Regarding works that are most closely related to ours, we can highlight two main facets of differences. Regarding the sources of evidence used for ranking, our work integrates three distinct features based on the query topic, the graph structure and the topical similarity between connected entities, unlike previous works that exploit only the two first ones (Zhou et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2008; Yan and Ding, 2010) . From another side, even if Yang et al., 2010 ) also consider a topical feature for entities, the topic is used however in order to represent entities themselves by means of topic distribution and not for investigating the strength of the relationships between entities.
Considering the topical similarity between entities, we distinguish two main dissimilarities with works of Kurland and Lee (2005; . Besides the difference in the general approach and the objective, we have introduced a new metric that estimates the topical relatedness between entities of the same type, called marginal citations. This measure is different from the measure proposed in Kurland and Lee (2005; in so far as we consider that citation links are marginal considering the query topic whereas Kurland and Lee (2005; use the textual similarity measure regardless of the query.
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10 More specifically, the contributions of the paper are the following:
• a novel algorithm, called BibRank, for bi-entity ranking in a heterogeneous bibliographic network. The algorithm integrates topical and content-based features into a ranking model by providing insight on the global connexion between embedded homogeneous subnetworks. In the case of relationships between authors and documents, we introduce the author's scientific production representativeness to document topic and the document representativeness of author's scientific production using a language model-based measure. In the case of relationships between entities of the same type, we propose to discredit marginal citations measured by topical common interest between them considering the query topic.
• an intensive comparative evaluation with different state-of-the-art ranking models. We empirically show that BibRank model outperforms significantly closely related ranking models.
The Bibliographic Network: Preliminaries and Notations
Definition 1 Bi-Type Bibliographic Network: A bi-type bibliographic network is a graph of two types of entity:
documents that represent information nodes and authors that represent individual nodes. These two types of entity are related by incoming and outgoing links. The bi-type bibliographic network is represented by a graph G = {V, E} where V = A ∪ D. A = {a 1 , ..., an A } and D = {d 1 , ..., dn D } are entities which respectively correspond to a set of n A authors and a set of n D documents. E ⊆ V × V represents the set of edges of the graph that expresses relationships between entities. When entities are of the same type, relationships are called intra-graph whereas they are called inter-graph when entities are of different types. Edges represent semantic links as described below:
Document citation associations e DD : the intra-graph link e did i connects two scientific documents where document Figure 1 shows document citation associations and their corresponding networks.
Authorship associations e DA : the inter-graph link e diaj (or e aj di ) connects author a j ∈ A with his/her authored
For example, e d1a2 means that the author a 2 (or document d 1 ) can be reached from document
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Fig. 2: Authorship network
Author citation associations e AA : the intra-graph link ea j a j shows the connection from author a j ∈ A to author a j ∈ A, inferred from document citation links. Considering a citation link from a document d 1 to a document d 3
where the document d 1 is authored by two authors {a 1 , a 2 } and the document d 3 is authored by one author a 4 .
The author citation links ea 1a4 and ea 2a4 can be deduced. We notice that self-citation links are not considered. Definition 3 Author, Document and Collection Language Models: Ponte and Croft (1998) have defined language models for documents in order to estimate the topical similarity between a query Q and a document d i by the probability P (Q|M di ) of the query Q regarding the language model of document d i :
The language model M di of document d i analyses the term distribution with a maximum likelihood method. The probability P (t|M di ) of term t considering the term distribution of document d i is computed as follows:
where tf (t, d i ) denotes the term frequency of t in document d i and dl di is the total number of terms in document d i .
From this general model, we have inferred the author language model and the collection language model. The author language model considers an author a j as a textual entity that aggregates all his/her published documents. The probability P (t|Ma j ) of term t considering the term distribution in documents written by author a j is computed as follow:
where tf (t, a j ) denotes the term frequency of t for the document set written by author a j and dla j the total number of terms in documents published by author a j .
The collection language model is similar to document or author model to some extent that it estimates the probability P (t|Mc) of a term t considering the term distribution in the whole documents:
where tf (t, c) denotes the term frequency of t for the whole document set in the collection c and dlc the total number of terms in the whole document set.
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General Description
In our study, a bibliographic network is used in an IR context for co-ranking two types of entity: authors and documents.
The IR process is launched by a query Q = {w 1q , . . . , w jq , . . . , w Kq } modeling an information need where w jq is the weight of the j th term of the query and K is the length of the query.
We introduce a BibRank function that ranks each type of entity included in the homogeneous subgraphs issued from the heterogeneous one G = {A ∪ D, E}. Its underlying principle is illustrated in figure 5 . BibRank function gives scores for each author a j and document d i entity where:
represents the score of author a j according to the query topic and the graph structure. In the same way,
represents the score of document d i according to the query topic and the graph structure. In this section, we detail BibRank algorithm computations and the theoretical related justifications. BibRank is based on basic assumptions:
• Assumption 1: Important documents (respectively authors) are those cited by many other important documents (respectively authors) Yang et al., 2010 ).
• Assumption 2: Important documents are those authored by many important authors and reciprocally (Zhou et al., 2007; Yang et al., 2010) .
The two homogeneous subgraphs of authors and documents are connected by transition probabilities. Moreover, BibRank algorithm applies a score propagation process based on assumption 1 and assumption 2 in order to rank jointly each type of entity. Our algorithm integrates two indicators: the first one, the topical-based indicator, takes into account the similarity relevance to the query input whereas the second one, the content-based indicator, considers the topical similarity between authors and documents.
Computing Transition Probabilities between the Homogeneous Subgraphs
Transition probabilities enable to measure the moving actions from a subgraph to another one. Assuming the current node is a document, more the transition probability from document subgraph to author subgraph is high, more the likelihood to access an author node is high. For convenience, the transition probability of accessing a subgraph of type Y ∈ {A, D} from a subgraph of type X ∈ {A, D} is computed as follows:
hal-00856667, version 1 -2 Sep 2013 16 where C(G X ; G Y ) is the number of outgoing links from subgraph of type X to subgraph of type Y and |E| is the number of edges in the bibliographic network.
Computing Query-Entity Topical-Based Scores
Entity topical-based scores are estimated by computing the content similarity between an entity and the query input Q (Hiemstra, 1998) . Assuming basically that top-ranked entities receive a higher score, their inverted rank is retained as an entity-query similarity indicator. For an entity x i ∈ A ∪ D, its reciprocal rank rx i is computed as follows:
where rank(x i ) is obtained by ranking the query-entity similarity obtained by the language model (Hiemstra, 1998) .
Computing Entity-Entity Content-Based Scores
The content-based scores allow to measure the topical relatedness between two connected entities in the graph. In our setting, both citation and authorship links, respectively intra-graph and inter-graph relationships, are considered. For this purpose, the content-based score content(x k |y l ) between two connected entities x k ∈ A ∪ D and y l ∈ A ∪ D is computed into two ways according to inter-graph and intra-graph relationships. We assume that more an entity is similar to another one related by an incoming link, the more the former receives the score of the latter.
For inter-graph relationships, a content-based score is computed using a language model. Two semantic interpretations between authors and documents are induced in order to model the directed link from an author to its documents and reciprocally from a document to its authors: (1) the document representativeness of author's scientific production and (2) the author's scientific production representativeness regarding the document topic.
For intra-graph relationships, marginal citations enable to measure the common interest of two entities regarding the query input Q. For this purpose, we assume that two entities are topically related if their related ranks are closed considering the query. Therefore, the relationship between these entities is characterized by a semantically focused citation link as detailed below.
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Document Representativeness of Author's Scientific Production
For a given author a j ∈ A which has authored a document set D(a j ), the score content(
determines the topical similarity between document d k and its author a j . We compute this score for each authorship link from authors to documents. By this way, more a document is topically similar to its author's scientific production, more the author contributes to document score. The score content(d i |a j ) is computed as follows:
is the probability of author a j according to the language model of document d i , described in section 3. It is computed by the Hiemstra formula (Hiemstra, 1998):
Author's Scientific Production Representativeness to the Document Topic
In the same way, for a current document d i ∈ D, the representativeness of the scientific production of its authors A(d i ) according to the document topic and the whole authorships links is computed by the score content(a l |d i ):
is the probability of document d i according to the language model of author a j , detailed in section 3. It is computed as follows:
Marginal Citations
We analyse through marginal citations the likelihood of an entity to be cited by another one regarding their topical relatedness to the query. More specifically, we assume that citation links are marginal if the two connected entities do not deal with the same topic. For this purpose, we investigate the detection of non-focused citation links called also marginal citations. Generally speaking, focused citation links express common topic general interest between authors and/or documents. Analysing the semantic of the citation link enables to gauge the reliability of the link itself.
We assume that a citation link between two homogeneous entities is more reliable when entities are semantically related. Therefore, we propose to discredit non-semantic citations leading to marginal ones. To achieve this objective, a common similarity indicator between two entities is computed using their corresponding ranks in a IR framework.
Thus, we assume that two documents have a common interest if they are both relevant to the query topic. The common similarity indicator simcom(xm, y m ) between two homogeneous entities xm ∈ X and y m ∈ X, where X = {A, D}, is computed as follows:
where rx m and ry m are the ranks obtained by entities xm and y m in an IR framework that ranks each entity according to their relevance scores according to the query topic.
We can deduce the content-based score of entity xm ∈ X from entity xp ∈ X relatively to the whole homogeneous entity citation links, written content(xm|xp) as follows:
where
Detailed Algorithm
BibRank algorithm enables to rank each type of entity (document and author) using a score propagation process between connected entities. BibRank algorithm steps within an IR task are launched by a query as detailed below:
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(1) Initialize document and author scores with an equal probability estimated in the corresponding homogeneous subgraph.
(2) Compute, propagate and normalize relevance scores through the bibliographic network considering transition probabilities, topical-based and content-based scores.
(3) Rank each type of entity according to their score.
Algorithm 1 Multi-entity ranking algorithm in a bibliographic network
repeat {Computing scores propagation algorithm considering transition probabilities, the query input, graph structure and content-based
• df ∈ [0, 1] is the damping factor. BibRank is a PageRank-like algorithm, we use also the default value of df = 0.15.
θ+1 and R A (a j ) θ+1 are respectively the score of document d i and author a j at iteration θ + 1. 
• the function w(ex iyj ) denotes the presence or the absence of the relationship from entity x i to entity y j with
) normalize entity scores as follows:
• the ranking function Rank(R D ) ranks the document set according to the values
Similarly, the function Rank(R A ) ranks the author set according to the values R A (a j ) for a j ∈ A.
Convergence Proof
The convergence of BibRank algorithm is ensured considering the PageRank convergence (Haveliwala, 1999) . Indeed, BibRank algorithm is based on the PageRank algorithm structure. In BibRank, each entity score computation can be formulated with a matrix equation:
G X and G Y denote respectively entity score vectors of each type of entity X and Y where X ∈ {A, D} and Y ∈ {A, D} with X = Y . e is the real vector of length |X| corresponding to the number of terms included in X. Each vector element is equal to 1.
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21 Matrices S XX ∈ R |X|×|X| and S Y X ∈ R |Y |×|X| are respectively transition matrices for citation and authorship relationships as detailed below:
with k ∈ {1, ..., |Y |}
Experimental Evaluation
The main objective of the experimental evaluation is to measure the effectiveness of BibRank ranking model. The IR tool used for this evaluation, namely indexing, ranking and retrieval effectiveness evaluation, is Terrier (Ounis et al., 2005) . We detail in what follows the experimental dataset used in the IR task setting, the baselines used for IR effectiveness comparison and then the results obtained.
Experimental Datasets
It is well known that the evaluation of an IR ranking effectiveness requires a document collection and a query test set.
The latter consists in both information need descriptions and human relevance assessments. The subsequent section provides the description of the dataset used for our experiments.
Document Collection
We used the CiteSeerX 4 collection including about 1,4 millions multi-disciplinary bibliographic documents. The dataset was extracted on April 2011 using the XML interface of CiteSeerX website. This collection includes titles and abstracts of scientific publications, in addition to some metadata, such as authors and citation relationships. In order to extract the information network, an exact matching was applied on author names. The density distribution of nodes in each homogeneous subgraph is estimated by the number of in-coming links and is illustrated in Figure 6 . We notice that this distribution follows an exponential function. We study the portion of the giant component in the CiteSeerX dataset for the different networks based on the citation relationships: document citation links and authorship links. Figure 7 shows the distribution of the giant component in each subnetwork. We can observe that in both subnetworks, the giant component includes more than 73% of the network nodes. Thus, we can conclude that entities in the bibliographic network are well connected by citation links viewed as interactions.
Topics
As topics for the CiteSeerX collection are as yet unavailable, we carried out an automatic process for topic generation.
For this purpose, we have chosen to use the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model (Blei et al., 2003) to extract a set of 35 queries from the document titles. This model enables to characterize the dataset with topic-distributions. This algorithm computes word-topic distribution phi w|t and document-topic distribution theta d|t that respectively analyse the probability of a word w under a topic t and the probability of a document d under a topic t. The LDA algorithm considers some parameters: the number of topics K, two free parameters α and β, and the number of iterations iter.
Regarding parameters α, β and iter, we have considered the default values, respectively 50 K , 0.1 and 2000. The optimal number of topics K is contingent to a maximum log-likelihood. This maximum is reached when the probability of the words under the extracted topics is maximal. The log-likelihood l(nT opic|w, t) is estimated as follows:
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Even if the curve has not a maximum, we can notice a logarithmic function. So we have chosen to consider 200 topics in order to counterbalance likelihood gain by execution time gain. Among these 200 topics, some of them are general and do not really characterize the collection. We extract manually 35 topics among the specific ones and, for each topic, we generate a query that includes the top representative terms. Table 2 illustrates some test topics, their description and keywords. For each query, a subgraph is extracted including the most relevant documents and their corresponding authors.
Relevance Assessments
As the relevance assessment of both documents and authors are unavailable, we have undertaken a human relevance study described in the following. Considering the use of both topical-based and network-based features in BibRank algorithm, we combine two binary metrics related to these two binary features in order to estimate the relevance of each type of entity. The topical one A T opic (e i ) is performed through a pooling-based process. The authority-based one A Authority (e i ) is attributed automatically to each entity revealing its authority in its homogeneous network. The 
We detail in what follows how these two intermediary indicators are estimated for documents and authors.
Relevance judgements for documents
The topical-based indicator A T opic (d i ) is obtained by a pool-based process, close to TREC pooling (Voorhees and Harman, 1998 We have analysed the agreement degree between assessors for each test topic with the Kappa measure κ (Cohen, 1960) . This indicator takes into account the proportion of agreement between assessorsP and the proportion of expected agreement between assessors by chancePe. The Kappa measure κ is equal to 1 if assessors always agree, 0 if they agree only by chance. κ is negative if the agreement between assessors is worse than random. The Kappa measure is computed as follows:
Let n be the total number of assessments supplied by the whole assessors, r be the number of assessment categories (in our case 2 categories: 0 and 1). n ii is the number of agreements between the two assessors for agreement i with i ∈ r, n i1 is the total of assessments i given by assessor 1 and n i2 is the total of assessments i given by assessor 2. Figure 9 shows the distribution of the kappa measure according to the query test set. We notice that the agreement measure ranges from 0.37 to 0.86. The average agreement measure between assessors is 57, 1% that corresponds to moderate agreement. The authority-based indicator A Authority (d i ) is estimated using a PageRank score classification computed in the document subgraph. Accordingly, score equal to 1 is assigned to the authoritative documents above the mean PageRank score and 0 to the remaining ones.
Relevance judgements for authors
The topical-based indicator A T opic (a j ) are inferred from the document topical assessments. For this purpose,
we have built a document pool that merges each document published by the top 20 authors in each ranking list.
We have also added to the assessment pool described previously, documents authored by the top 20 authors of each author ranking list not already included in the merged list. The whole document set has been assessed in the same way. A topical relevance score is automatically computed for each author as the assessment score average of his/her documents in the collection. The assessment A T opic (a j ) of an author a j ∈ A regarding his/her documents D(a j ) is computed as follows:
where x is the ceil function and |D(a j )| is the number of documents published by author a j .
The authority-based indicator A Authority (a j ) is estimated using a PageRank score classification computed in the author subgraph. Accordingly, score equal to 1 is assigned to the authoritative authors above the mean PageRank score and 0 to the remaining ones.
Evaluation Measures and Baselines
For effectiveness measurement purposes, we used the Normalized Discount Cumulative Gain (NDCG) measure (Järvelin and Kekäläinen, 2002 ) that considers relevant documents position for the n-top results comparing to the perfect ranking that we should obtain.
BibRank ranking model is compared to the following state-of-the-art ranking ones:
• BM25 textual similarity-based model denotes the well known probabilistic IR model (Robertson and Walker, 1994 
with k 1 , k 3 and b are free parameters respectively fixed to the default values 1.2, 8 and 0.75. The occurrence number of term t in the query Q is estimated by c(t, Q). The number of terms included in entity e is noted |e| and avdl represents the average number of terms included in entities of the same type. N denotes the total number of entities and ef (t) the number of entities including t.
• Hiemstra textual similarity-based model: denotes the traditional language based IR model (Hiemstra, 1998) . Our motivation behind comparing to Hiemstra model is that this latter is the basis of the relevance scoring in BibRank.
The relevance score RSV (e, Q) between an entity e and a query Q computed with the Hiemstra model is estimated as follows:
where P (t i |Me) and P (t i |Mc) are relevance scores of term t i according respectively to the entity language model, namely document or author language model defined in section 3, and the collection language model.
• Structure-based ranking model (PRank): denotes a retrieval model that ranks heterogeneous entities in a bibliographic network using a score propagation principle proposed in Yan et al. (2010) . PRank algorithm is designed for ranking authors, documents and journals. We have implemented this algorithm and used it for ranking only authors and documents. As experiments in Yan et al. (2010) show that time feature has no impact on the retrieval effectiveness of PRank algorithm, we voluntarily do not consider this feature. By this way, document ranking depends only on document citation links and authorship links whereas author ranking depends only on authorship links. More specifically, we have implemented the algorithm below:
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Algorithm 2 PRank
Input: G =< V, E > with V = A ∪ D and E = e AA ∪ e AD ∪ e DD Output:
until convergence
• the function P ageRank(R D , e DD ) computes the PageRank algorithm through the document citation network considering the initial score R D ,
Retrieval Effectiveness Evaluation
The experiments focus here on comparative evaluation of BibRank effectiveness with the baselines described in section 6.2. Table 3 and Figure 10 show the results obtained using baseline models (BM25, Hiemstra and PRank) and BibRank model, for both authors and documents; the improvements achieved using BibRank model (% change) are computed and significance tested using student t-test.
We can notice a significant improvement of BibRank algorithm for both author and document rankings regarding the three baselines. Improving textual similarity-based retrieval models, such as BM25 and Hiemstra, proves that inte- grating both the graph structure and the topical relevance in the joint relevance scoring model is effective. Compared to PRank algorithm, BibRank includes a content-based score that estimates the topical relatedness between connected entities. We notice that including this feature increases the NDCG metric around 7% for document ranking and around 14% for author ranking. We notice however that improvement compared to PRank is less important compared to BM25
and Hiemstra models making so in advance the impact of the graph structure on entity ranking. Nevertheless, features considered in BibRank algorithm enable to increase ranking including a content analysis. However, we notice that the BibRank improvement for author ranking is weaker than for document ranking. A possible explanation is that document topical relevance was computed by human judge assessments whereas author topical relevance was inferred from document topical relevance.
Figures 11 and 12 illustrate respectively the NDCG curves for document and author rankings between 1 and 20. We can see that BibRank curve rises above the baseline ones, particularly for ranks prior to rank 5. That means BibRank ranks the most relevant documents in the top.
Moreover, Figures 11 and 12 highlight that the NDCG value of BibRank ranking declines for document ranking and increases for author ranking. These trends imply that a good ranking is more available for documents, maybe because of the way of modeling authors by aggregating authored documents. We have listed in Table 4 and Table 5 respectively top 5 documents and top 5 authors obtained by BibRank algorithm for the topic "object identification in pattern recognition". For each document (respectively author), we have listed its title (respectively author name) and ranks obtained in the three chosen baselines. For authors, the models BM25 and Hiemstra do not compute a rank. These authors are in fact well cited, more than 1000 in-coming citation links, or are the authors of at least one of the top 5 documents.
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Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we proposed a bi-type entity ranking algorithm that aims to rank jointly documents and authors in a bibliographic network regarding a topical query. More specifically, BibRank ranking model relies mainly on evidence sources issued from both content-based and network-based features. These features allow to have a picture on the appropriateness of joint author's scientific production and document topic regarding the general description of the subject research held by the query. According to PageRank general form, partial scores are aggregated and propagated through the heterogeneous network. Table 5 : Ranks of the top 5 authors in BibRank and baselines ranking for "object identification in pattern recognition" query of BibRank algorithm in comparison to state of the art ranking models. Improvements achieved using automatic generated queries based on LDA algorithm are estimated between 7% and 113% for document ranking and between 14% and 38% for author ranking. The experimental results are thus promising. However, they should be considered with care. Indeed, The main limit of the empirical evaluation design model consists on the availability of the citation data that need to be extracted from textual content and matched with already existed documents in the database.
Therefore, the quality of the citation network would depend on the quality of the extraction tool and the size of the database.
For short-term future work, we plan to extend this model to larger bibliographic networks, including more types of entity such as proceedings and attendees and consequently more semantic relationships between entities. This overview may conduct to integrate more specific social relevance features such as social distance between entities. Moreover, we would like also to apply BibRank model on other application domains in addition to literature access typically from social applications on the web and collaborative communities.
For long-term future work, we plan to investigate an other task in literature access area namely identifying potential collaborators and locate innovative authors and group works. We expect that additional social network analysis methods and algorithms should be considered in order to model the semantic and the strength of the social relations between the heterogeneous entities.
